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Abstract. The paper presents observations of mid-

latitude aurora (MA) in the south of Eastern Siberia in 

solar cycles 23–24. Spectral composition and dominant 

emissions of MA, daily distribution of MA detection 

probability, dependence on the level of geomagnetic 

activity, and classification according to types of aurora 

are discussed. A close relationship is shown between the 

intensity of dominant emission at 630.0 nm and the Dst 

index during magnetic storms (MSs). It is pointed out 

that the most intense MA are recorded during MS main 

phases. The MA detected on November 20, 2003 can 

enlarge the list of great aurora. For the severe MSs 

(Dstmin< –200 nT) of March 24, 1991, April 6, 2000, 

October 30 and November 20, 2003, March 17, 2015, 

the observed dynamics of 557.7 and 630.0 nm auroral 

emissions is presented. Mechanisms of emission excita-

tion during geomagnetic storms and a possible connec-

tion with magnetospheric structures are discussed. 

Keywords: mid-latitude aurora, magnetic storms. 

 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Magnetic storms (MSs) are the most important geo-

physical phenomena of solar origin, which cause chang-

es in characteristics of Earth’s upper atmosphere and 

ionosphere. At middle latitudes, strong MSs occur with 

significant enhancements of the forbidden atomic oxy-

gen line [OI] at 630.0 nm when this emission as a rela-

tively weak component of the mid-latitude nightglow 

may increase tens of times or more for several hours. 

This leads to a phenomenon of mid-latitude aurora 

(MA). In the literature there is no generally accepted 

definition of MA. Some authors use the term “low-

latitude aurora” which is associated with auroral emis-

sions observed at geomagnetic latitudes of ≤50° during 

MSs. At the same time, other authors apply the term 

“mid-latitude aurora”, using as features the peculiarities 

of mechanisms of enhancement of mid-latitude emis-

sions during MSs, the presence of the N2
+
 emission in 

the spectrum, and/or a large ratio of 630.0 and 557.7 nm 

[OI] emission intensities [Rassoul et al., 1993]. 

MA is believed to be a relatively rare geophysical 

phenomenon. According to [Krakovetsky et al., 1989], 

the probability of observation of MA and low-latitude 

aurora (LA) in the Northern Hemisphere for latitudes 

55–60° N is five cases per year; for latitudes 50–55°, 

1 case per year; for 40–50°, 0.1 cases per year; in the 

equatorial zone, 0.01 cases per year. Meanwhile, Shi-

okawa et al. [2005] believe that invisible (subvisual) 

MA occurs much more frequently. 

When considering MA and LA, several mechanisms 

of emission excitation during MSs are identified. 

Among these mechanisms are precipitation of heavy 

particles (ions and neutral atoms) from the ring current, 

collisions with low-energy electron fluxes, etc. [Cole, 

1970; Fishkova, Martsvaladze, 1985; Tinsley et al., 

1986; Rassoul et al., 1993]. Rassoul et al. [1993] have 

identified MA and LA of several types. Heavy particles 

with 1–100 keV energies precipitating from the ring 

current  when recharged generate low-latitude (neutrals) 

and mid-latitude (ions) aurora at geomagnetic latitudes 

of  ≤40° and ≥40° respectively. Electron fluxes with 

energies of ≤10 eV cause such a phenomenon as SAR arc, 

and electron precipitation with energies ~10–1000 eV 

produce type «d» MA. 

This paper presents some characteristics and features of 

MA derived from observations at ISTP SB RAS Geophys-

ical Observatory (GPhO) (52° N, 103 E°) in solar cycles 

23–24. It presents more detailed data on MA than in [Mi-

khalev, 2013] acquired during strong and very strong MSs. 

 

EQUIPMENT  

AND OBSERVATIONAL METHOD 

This study is based on observations of 557.7 and 

630.0 nm atomic oxygen emissions obtained at ISTP SB 

RAS GPhO with zenith photometers (1989–1993 and 

1997–2010) and a patrol spectrometer with low spectral 

resolution as part of the ISP-51 spectrograph and CCD 

color matrix SONY ICX285AQ (2011–2018). Emission 

lines in the zenith photometers were found using tilting 

interference filters with a full width at half maximum of 

1/21–2 nm. The angular field of view in photometer 

channels was ~4–5. The absolute calibration of optical 

equipment was carried in individual periods from standard 

stars and was then controlled with calibrators — stabi-

lized light sources. Characteristics of the spectrometer 

are presented at [http://atmos.iszf.irk.ru/ru/data/spectr]. 

Until 2012, the observations were made at night for 1–2 

weeks before and after the new moon, and from April 

2012, every night. Since 2009, a color wide-angle cam-

era has been used which is designed to study spatio-

temporal variations in nightglow and to control atmos-

pheric transmittance [http://atmos.iszf.irk.ru/ru/data/color]. 

In 2013, an all-sky camera KEO Sentinel recording spa-

tial picture of the 630.0 nm emission was put into opera-

tion [http://atmos.iszf.irk.ru/ru/ data/keo]. 

mailto:mikhalev@iszf.irk.ru
http://atmos.iszf.irk.ru/ru/data/spectr
http://atmos.iszf.irk.ru/ru/data/color
http://atmos.iszf.irk.ru/ru/%20data/keo
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OBSERVATIONAL RESULTS  

AND DISCUSSION 

A number of studies have shown that one of the ge-

omagnetic indices that has the highest correlation with 

the 630.0 nm emission intensity (I630.0) during MSs is 

the Dst index [Truttse, 1973; Rassoul et al., 1992; Lob-

zin, Pavlov, 1998; Mikhalev et al., 2004]. In this regard, 

MSs are classified in this work according to Dst. Gon-

zalez et al. [1999] have indicated that according to the 

Dst index storms are subdivided into moderate (–

100<Dst min<–50 nT), intense (–200 <Dstmin<–100 nT), 

and extrastorms (Dstmin<–200 nT). Variations of I630.0 

during moderate, intense MSs, and extrastorms from 

1991 to 2012 from GPhO observations have been ana-

lyzed in [Mikhalev, 2013]. This paper deals only with 

intense MSs and extrastorms. Table lists some charac-

teristics of MA and strong MSs, during which ISTP SB 

RAS GPhO made optical observations: Δ I630.0 denotes a 

maximum enhancement of the 630.0 nm emission rela-

tive to the background level of nightglow; the final col-

umn provides the time of recording of the highest inten-

sity of this emission Imax during MS. Seven of 21 MSs 

according to the classification [Gonzalez et al., 1999] 

can be assigned to extrastorms; and 14, to intense MSs. 

Virtually for all the MSs listed in Table, the greatest 

enhancement of the 630.0 nm emission (Imax) in MA 

occurs during MS main phases. An exception is the 

March 31, 2001 magnetic storm with maximum MA inten-

sity observed during the recovery phase. 

Figure 1 depicts the dynamics of the dominant 630.0 

and 557.7 nm emissions for four extrastorms with differ-

ent levels of night maximum Dst (inverted values): 

March 24, 1991, April 6, 2000 (Dstmax~200–220 nT), and 

October 30 and November 20, 2003 (Dstmax~350–400 nT).  

Figure 2 shows variations in 630.0 and 557.7 nm emis-

sion intensities and Dst during the March 17, 2015 magnet-

ic storm. The observational data presented in Figures 1 and 

2 corresponds in time to the MS main phase. Noteworthy 

among the main features of the emission intensity varia-

tions is a significant excess of the 630.0 nm emission in-

tensity over the 557.7 nm emission intensity (the large ratio 

I630.0/I557.7) during MS main phases at certain moments. 

Exceptions are the November 20, 2003 superstorm and 

March 31, 2001 MS (MS recovery phase) when at certain 

moments I557.7 was higher than I630.0. The second feature is 

the correlation of I630.0 with inverted values of the Dst in-

dex during MS main phases. The exception is the March 

17, 2015 MS (Figure 2). 

Long-term regular observations of airglow at GPhO 

have established some features of 630.0 and 557.7 nm 

emission variations during MSs typical for middle latitudes 

of the Asian continent near the geomagnetic meridian of 

177° E. Bellow are characteristics and features of 630.0 nm 

emission variations during MSs and their discussion. 

 

Daily distribution of MA occurrence proba-

bility during MSs  

The existence of daily variations in the occurrence 

probability of various forms of aurora is well-known 

(see, e.g., [Nadubovich, 1992]). In this case, variations 

in aurora occurrence frequency at different stations dur-

ing the night differ considerably not only in amplitude 

but also in form. Early studies have indicated that 

among the main causes of the daily variation in aurora 

recording is a change in the position of the observation 
 

Magnetic storms with MA 

No. Date  
Kр mах  

for storm 

Dstmin  

for storm, nT 

Dstmin  

for night, nT  
∆I630.0, kR 

Time of recording 

of  Imax, (UT, hr) 

1 1991.03.24 9– –288 –225 ~2.6 ~20.5 

2 1999.01.13 70 –112 –112 ~0.04 ~18 

3 2000.04.06 8+ –288 –220 ~2.8 ~19.5 

4 2000.10.04 7+ –182 –143 ~0.12 ~17.5 

5 2000.11.06  70 –159 –159 ~0.11 ~18.5 

6 2001.03.20 7+ –149 –149 ~0.05 ~15.5 

7 2001.03.31 9– –387 –284 ~3.5 ~16 

8 2001.10.21 8– –187 –187 ~0.5 ~20 

9 2002.04.17 7+ –124 –98 ~0.075 ~19.5 

10 2003.10.29 90 –350 –281 ~2.5 ~22.5 

11 2003.10.30 90 –383 –383 ~4 ~22 

12 2003.11.20 9– –422 –422 ~19.4 ~20 

13 2004.01.22 70 –130 –130 ~0.07 ~14.5 

14 2005.05.08 8+ –110 –110 ~0.1 ~17 

15 2011.09.26 6+ –101 –100 ~0.4 ~17 

16 2012.10.08 7– –106 –106 ~0.05 ~17.5 

17 2013.03.17 7– –132 –132 ~0.1 ~19 

18 2015.03.17 8– –222 –187 ~14 ~15.5 

19 2015.10.07 7+ –124 –119 ~0.4 ~17 

20 2015.12.20 7– –155 –155 ~0.45 ~19 

21 2016.10.13 6+ –104 –103 ~0.15 ~21 
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Figure 1. Variations in 630.0 nm (red line) and 557.7 nm (green line) emission intensities and Dst index (black line with cir-

cles) during magnetic storms classified, according to the classification [Gonzalez et al., 1999], as extrastorms, with maximum Dst 

throughout the night: ~ 200–220 nT (a); ~ 350–400 nT (b) 
 

 

Figure 2. Variations in the 630.0 and 557.7 nm emission 

intensity and Dst during the March 17, 2015  magnetic storm. 

Notations are the same as in Figure 1 

station relative to the auroral oval during the night. Figure 

3, a shows night distributions of maximum perturbations of 

I630.0. Figure 3, b shows hourly averaged daily distributions 

of Dst variations for geomagnetically disturbed days with 

Dst≤–50 ≤–200 nT from January 1957 to April 2000 [Mi-

khalev, 2001]. Horizontal lines indicate nighttime intervals 

for winter and summer solstices available for nighttime 

optical observations at ISTP SB RAS GPhO. 

Local midnight corresponds to 17 UT. Perturbations of 

I630.0 in the MS main and initial phases are seen to be rec-

orded predominantly in the second half of the night, 

whereas in the recovery phase, during evening hours be-

fore midnight. In view of the relationship between I630.0 

and Dst, data shown in Figure 3, b allowed us to suggest 

that there is a longitude dependence of MA and their forms 

[Mikhalev, 2001]. 

Dependence on geomagnetic activity level  

Of certain interest is the dependence of I630.0 at mid-

dle latitudes on the geomagnetic activity level. Figure 4 

shows the dependence of maximum increase in the 

atomic oxygen red line intensity ΔI630.0 on the geomag-

netic activity level (according to Dst) for MSs listed in 

Table. The interpolation line in Figure 4 is plotted re-

gardless of the maximum intensity during the March 17, 

2015 MS (square in Figure 4). 

The resulting regression equation  

lg(I630.0) = – 0.0167 Dst–4.14  

agrees fairly well with the data obtained in [Mikhalev, 

2013] and divided according to the MS main and recov-

ery phases. 

The 630.0 nm emission intensity in the MS main 

phase is significantly higher than that in the MS re-

covery phase [Mikhalev, 2013]. 

An exception is the March 31, 2001 MS when the 630.0 

nm emission intensity in the recovery phase was as high 

as ~3.5 kR [Degtyarev et al., 2003]. It has been found 

that coefficients in regression equations relating the I 

630.0 enhancement to Dst in the MS main and recovery 

phases have close values [Mikhalev, 2013]. 

 

Relationship with variations of ionospheric 

parameters 

A relationship between the mid-latitude nightglow 

emission intensity and ionospheric parameters has been 

established in earlier studies (see, e.g., [Barbier, 1959]). 

In particular, it has been found that I630.0 variations corre-

late fairly well with variations in F2-region parameters: 

height h'F2 and critical frequency foF2 (electron density). 

This holds for weak and moderate geomagnetic disturb-

ances when the main mechanism of 630.0 nm emission 

excitation in nightglow is dissociative recombination. 

GPhO has recorded 630.0 nm emission variations of this 

type during geomagnetic disturbances many times. In  
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Figure 3. Daily (night) distributions of maximum perturbations of the 630.0 nm emission intensity during MSs (a). Daily distribu-

tion of Dst [Mikhalev, 2001] (b): curves 1 and 2 respectively – on geomagnetically disturbed days with Dst≤–50 and –200 nT; lines 3 

and 4 – in nighttime intervals at ISTP SB RAS GPhO for summer and winter solstices respectively  
 

 

 

Figure 4. Maximum increase in the mid-latitude 630.0 nm 

emission intensity versus geomagnetic activity level (accord-

ing to Dst) 

 

particular, events of quasi-synchronous increases in I557.7 

and I630.0 were observed when the F2-layer peak height 

decreased [Leonovich et al., 2012]. During severe MSs 

when in addition to the main mechanism of I630.0 excita-

tion it is excited by particle precipitation, the relationship 

between the emission intensity and ionospheric parame-

ters is different (see, e.g., results of MA recording at 

GPhO during the April 6, 2000 MS [Afraimovich et al., 

2002]). 

The 557.7 nm [OI] emission at middle lati-

tudes during MS. The ratio I630.0/I557.7 and types 

of aurora  

It is known that during magnetic storms aurora shifts 

to middle latitudes synchronously with the motion of 

boundaries of ionospheric and magnetospheric struc-

tures (see, e.g., [Lazutin, 2015] and references therein). 

Equatorward of the auroral oval there is an extended 

area of airglow called diffuse aurora [Zverev et al., 

2012]. Unlike the common discrete aurora, the 557.7 

nm [OI] emission is not dominant in MA and diffuse 

aurora [Rassoul et al., 1993; Zverev et al., 2012]. 

Meanwhile, some papers report results of observation of 

enhancement of this emission during MS and discuss 

possible mechanisms (see, e.g., [Shiokawa et al., 2005]). 

According to GPhO data, the I557.7 enhancement has 

been observed many times during severe MSs both in 

the main phase [Mikhalev, 2001; Mikhalev et al., 2004] 

and in the recovery phase [Degtyarev et al., 2003]. The 

most intense perturbations of I557.7occurred during 

March 31, 2001, October 30 and November 20, 2003 

severe MSs when the intensity of this emission in indi-

vidual intervals was as high as ~1–10 kR. Sudden and 

significant enhancements of I557.7 at the GPhO latitude 

may be associated with increasing precipitating energet-

ic neutral atom fluxes from the developed ring current 

[Tinsley et al., 1984], with the local current system of 

magnetospheric substorm [Mishin et al., 2018], or with 

processes of substorm active phase, which lead to ex-

pansion of the oval in the equatorial direction to middle 

and low latitudes with possible precipitation of auroral 

energy electrons. The sharp increase in the 557.7 nm 

emission at middle latitudes during MSs is likely to in-

dicate common aurora. 

The ratio of red and green oxygen emission intensi-

ties I630.0/I557.7 is often used to estimate the energy of 

precipitating particles and to identify the type of aurora. 

For the common aurora at heights below 150 km, 

I630.0/I557.7 is usually within ~0.2–1  [Omholt, 1974]. The 

ratio of emission intensities I630.0/I557.7 in diffuse aurora 

is ~2–4 [Zverev et al., 2012] for precipitating electron 

energies from ~200 eV [Bame et al., 1967] to 1 keV and 

more [Khorosheva, 1987; Simmons, 1998]. For the type 

«d» MA (according to the color classification – red au-

rora), the ratio I630.0/I557.7 is 1–10 (~10–1000 eV elec-

trons); and for SAR arcs, over 10 (~10 eV electrons) 

[Rassoul et al., 1993]. Figure 5 shows I630.0/I557.7 varia-

tions for some MSs under study. 

The diffuse aurora is formed due to direct invasion 

of plasma sheet electrons, which without acceleration pre-

cipitate into the upper atmosphere. In the evening sector, 
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Figure 5. Variations in the I630.0/I557.7 ratio for the March 

24, 1991, April 6, 2000, March 17, 2015 magnetic storms (a) 

and the November 20, 2003 magnetic superstorm  (b) 
 

the diffuse aurora is caused by soft electrons. During 

morning hours there is a more complex structure of the 

diffuse aurora. During magnetospheric disturbances, 

energetic electrons drift from the night side to the day 

side [Starkov, 2000]. The diffuse aurora region coin-

cides spatially with the region of precipitation of soft 

electrons extending equatorward from the boundary of 

the oval to the latitude of plasmapause projection 

along magnetic field lines on the ionosphere [Fairfield, 

Vinos, 1984; Zverev et al., 2012], whereas the type 

«d» MA , as well as SAR arcs, are associated with the 

plasmapause projection. 

According to [Galperin et al., 1977; Fairfield, Vinos, 

1984; Khorosheva, 1987], the low-latitude boundary of 

diffuse precipitation defines the inner boundary of the 

plasma sheet, and during substorms, moving deep into 

the magnetosphere, it can reach the plasmapause. 

Presumably, this situation is realized mainly during 

strong MSs, which are discussed in this paper. In this 

case, we can assume that the diffuse aurora having a 

projection on the inner boundary of the plasma sheet, 

and type «d» aurora associated with plasmapause [Ras-

soul et al., 1993], can be observed (probably at different 

heights due to different energies of precipitating elec-

trons) simultaneously, forming aurora of mixed type 

consisting of diffuse aurora and altitude red aurora of 

type «d». 

Since the diffuse aurora and the altitude red aurora 

have some similar characteristics such as the large ratio 

I630.0/I557.7 and the diffuse aurora, their identification in 

certain intervals may be difficult. Noteworthy in this 

respect is the behavior of I630.0/I557.7 during the Novem-

ber 20, 2003 MS (Figure 5). During the MS main phase 

between 16 and 19 UT, this ratio varied from 1.5 to 4 

(which is typical both of the diffuse aurora and of the 

type «d» aurora), and between 20 and 23 UT during the 

transition to the MS recovery phase when the 557.7 nm 

emission intensity sharply decreased almost to the pre-

storm level the I630.0/I557.7 ratio increased to 5–7. If we 

try to associate this abrupt change in I630.0/I557.7 with the 

motion of magnetospheric structures, changes in 

I630.0/I557.7 until 19 UT can probably be attributed to the 

projection of the plasma sheet inner boundary (~1 keV 

electrons); and the increased I630.0/I557.7 ratio after 19 UT, 

to the plasmapause projection, the region with softer elec-

trons (~10–1000 eV). 

Mishin et al. [2018] have used the I630.0/I557.7 ratio for 

the November 20, 2003 storm to estimate the energy of 

precipitating electrons, which was <0.3 keV. The ob-

tained precipitating electron energy of <0.3 keV, accord-

ing to the classification [Rassoul et al., 1993], may point 

to the realization of the mid-latitude type «d» aurora. 

 

Emissions [NI] and N2 (1NG) at middle lati-

tudes during MSs 

In the MA emission spectrum, in addition to the domi-

nant auroral emissions at 557.7 and 630.0 nm also typical 

of the mid-latitude atmospheric emission there is an en-

hancement or occurrence of emissions abnormal for mid-

dle latitudes such as the 520 nm atomic nitrogen [NI] emis-

sion and N2
+ 
 (1NG) bands [Rassoul et al., 1993].  

The 520 nm [NI] emission (doublet 519.85 and 

520.07 nm [NI]21), according to [Chamberlan, 1961], 

often appears as a moderately intense line in auroral 

spectra observed at low latitudes. Excitation potential 

for this emission is several eV, which may imply corre-

sponding electron energies or population of electrons 

with a temperature of kT~1 eV. 

The N2
+
 (1NG) bands are observed in the common 

aurora when molecular nitrogen is ionized due to pre-

cipitation of auroral energy electrons [Omholt, 1974]. In 

MA, they are also associated with excitation of nitrogen 

molecules by energetic (~1–100 keV) heavy particles 

(neutrals) at geomagnetic latitudes of ≤40° and/or by 

ions at geomagnetic latitudes of ≥40° precipitating from 

the developed ring current [Rassoul et al., 1993]. Note 

that in the diffuse aurora there is practically no aurora in 

the N2
+ 

(1NG) bands [Starkov, 2000]. At the same time, 

some MSs analyzed in this paper also exhibit the 520 

nm [NI] emission (on September 26, 2011 and March 

17, 2015) and the 391.4 and 586.7 nm N2
+
(1NG) bands 

(on November 20, 2003 and March 17, 2015) [Mikhalev 

et al., 2004, 2018; Mishin et al., 2018]. 

Noteworthy is an interesting feature, observed in 

[Shuiskaya, 1970], in red aurora at middle latitudes dur-

ing strong and very strong storms in 1957–1959, which 

may be helpful in determining the type of aurora. In 

almost all the cases, such long-lived aurora had 3–10 

min micropulsations in the horizontal component of the 

magnetic field. The November 20, 2003 MS had also 

magnetic pulsations with these periods from ~16 to 20 UT 

a 

b 
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when  I630.0/I557.7 was within 1.5–4, and had virtually no 

pulsations after 20 UT when I630.0/I557.7 increased to 5–7 

[Mishin et al., 2018]. 
The relationship of the 630.0 nm emission intensity 

with Dst during MSs leads to the following conclusion 
regarding the November 20, 2003 MA. The minimum val-
ue of Dst=–465 nT during the November 20, 2003 MS can 
be classified as extreme for the entire period of instrumen-
tal observations. From 1957 to 2012, only one MS (March 
13–14, 1989) had lower Dst. The February 11, 1958 geo-
magnetic storm, which was accompanied by the famous 
planetary MA, had minimum Dst =–426 nT. The maxi-
mum values of I630.0 during the November 20, 2003 MS 
are the highest for the entire period of the optical observa-
tions at ISTP SB RAS GPhO. This also applies to the 
557.7 nm emission perturbation, recorded during the No-
vember 20, 2003 MA. This MA can probably extend the 
list of great aurora discussed in a number of papers [Val-
lance Jones, 1992]. 

 

SAR arcs 

According to the classification [Rassoul et al., 1993], 
SAR arcs are classed with mid-latitude aurora. It has been 
established [Cole, 1970; Kozyra et al., 1997] that SAR arcs 
along magnetic field lines are adjacent to the region of inter-
action between ring current hot particles and the cold exter-
nal plasmasphere, and most likely represent the radial gradi-
ent of the cold plasma density, where plasmaspheric elec-
trons are heated by ring current energetic ions [Ievenko 
Alexeyev, 2004]. Notice that SAR arcs are often associated 

with the plasmapause projection and hence with the equato-
rial wall of the main ionospheric trough [Khorosheva, 
1987]. A direct source of 630.0 nm emission excitation (

1
D 

level) is considered to be electrons with energies below 
10 eV [Rassoul et al., 1993]. 

As derived from GPhO observations, only four events 
have been classed with SAR arcs: March 25, 1991, April 7, 
2000, March 31, 2001 [Mikhalev et al., 2005], and March 
17, 2015 [Mikhalev et al., 2018]. 

Figure 6 shows images in the 630.0 nm emission taken 
by the all-sky camera KEO at different times compared to 
the 630.0 nm emission dynamics obtained from patrol 
spectrograph data [Mikhalev et al., 2018]. The recorded 
SAR arc moved southward with a mean velocity of ~20 
m/s (calculated for the height of ~400 km). The velocity of 
the displacement and size of this arc match the parameters 
of SAR arcs reported in [Ievenko, Alekseev, 2004]. 

 

Color and vertical localization of MA 

Red auroras of type «а» or «d» are considered to oc-
cur much higher than the common aurora. “Beautiful 
dark-red structures” are observed at heights 300–400 km 
[Akasofu, 1966]. Figure 7 displays images of the northern 
part of the sky obtained from MA observations during the 
September 26, 2011 and March 17, 2015 MSs at different 
geomagnetic activity levels. We can observe the presence 
of extended regions with dominant red shades caused by 
predominance of the 630.0 nm atomic oxygen red emis-
sion intensity over the total intensity of all other emis-
sions and continuum in the visible spectrum of MA. 

 

Figure 6. Images in the 630.0 nm emission taken by the all-sky camera KEO at different times (top) compared to the 

630.0 nm emission dynamics obtained with the patrol spectrograph (bottom) [Mikhalev et al., 2018] 

 

Figure 7. Images of the northern part of the sky captured by the wide-angle color camera Filin-1Ts 

[http://atmos.iszf.irk.ru/ru/data/color] during two MSs: September 26, 2011, Kp = 6+, Dstmin = –101, 16:48 UT (a); March 17, 2015, 

Kp = 8–, Dstmin = –222, 15:19 UT (b) 

http://atmos.iszf.irk.ru/ru/data/color
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Mikhalev et al. [2018] have estimated the vertical dis-

tribution of the 630.0 nm emission for the March 17, 

2015 MA, using aspect observations. So, the maximum 

630.0 nm emission was observed at ~200–300 km, and 

the upper boundary extended to ~350–550 km. The ob-

tained vertical distribution of the 630.0 nm emission, the 

predominance of this emission in the observed spectrum, 

and the diffuse March 17, 2015 MA allow us to assign 

this aurora to type «d» red auroras according to the color 

classification. Red color can probably be seen in subvisu-

al aurora of diffuse aurora type too, observed equa-

torward of the auroral oval, with 630.0 nm emission peak 

heights to 320 km [Zverev et al., 2012]. 

The color wide-angle camera whose images are 

shown in Figure 7 was put into operation only in 2009. 

In this regard, there are, unfortunately, no MA images 

during the extrastorms of interest (see Table) before this 

year. This is also the case for the all-sky camera KEO 

Sentinel, commissioned in 2013 (images in the 630.0 

nm emission obtained with it are shown in Figure 6). 

At the same time, in certain short observations 

(when the 557.7 nm emission increases) this MA can 

also be classified as type “a” aurora (red color in the 

upper part of the aurora and the dominant green color in 

its lower part). 

SAR arcs also feature large emission heights ~400–

450 km. 

It should be noted that for the aurora of types con-

sidered (type «d», SAR arcs, diffuse aurora) the large 

ratio I630.0/I557.7 (determining the red aurora) simultane-

ously with large heights of observation of the aurora 

indicates relatively low energies of precipitating elec-

trons of ≤1 keV [Rees, Luckey, 1974]. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

The results of MA recording in solar cycles 23–24 

reported in this paper lead to the preliminary conclu-

sions concerning certain MA characteristics observed in 

the south of Eastern Siberia near the geomagnetic me-

ridian of 177° E. 

The most intense MA corresponding to the MS main 

phase is largely recorded in the second half of the night. 

The main dominant emission in MA is the 630.0 nm 

[OI] atomic oxygen emission. 

For most MA a relationship is observed between the 

dominant 630.0 nm emission intensity and the Dst index. 

I630.0 during superstorms can reach the highest values — 

units–tens of kR in the MA maximum phase at the devel-

oped ring current. The large 630.0 and 557.7 nm emission 

intensity ratios observed in MA may indicate that precipitat-

ing electrons have low energies. A source of these electrons 

may be the region of overlapping of the plasmapause with 

ring current energetic ions (the source of ≤10–1000 eV elec-

trons) or the inner boundary of the plasma sheet (the source 

of ≤1 keV electrons), whose projections during intense MSs 

can shift to middle and low latitudes. 

For certain MSs there were also short-term intense 

perturbations of I557.7, at individual intervals I557.7~1–10 

kR. At the GPhO latitude, such perturbations of I557.7 may 

be caused by an increase in the precipitating energetic 

neutral particle flux from the developed ring current, 

equatorward auroral oval extension to middle and low 

latitudes with possible precipitation of auroral energy 

electrons during superstorms, or by the local current sys-

tem of a magnetospheric substorm. 

In addition to the 557.7 and 630.0 nm emissions 

characteristic of the mid-latitude nightglow spectrum, in 

MA spectra there are emissions abnormal for middle 

latitudes such as the 520 nm [NI] atomic nitrogen emis-

sion and N2 
+ 

(1NG) bands. 

As derived from GPhO observations, only four events 

have been classed with SAR arcs: March 25, 1991, April 

7, 2000, March 31, 2001, and March 17, 2015.  

According to the classification of MSs by Dst [Gon-

zalez et al., 1999], 7 MSs, during which in Eastern Sibe-

ria intense MA were recorded, can be classified as ex-

trastorms. The mid-latitude aurora recorded on Novem-

ber 20, 2003 can extend the list of great aurora.  

The work was performed with budgetary funding of 

Basic Research program II.16 (regular optical observa-

tion and development of a database from airglow char-

acteristics in solar cycles 23–24) and RFBR grant No. 

19-05-00665 (analysis of data on MA and their possible 

relationship with ionospheric-magnetospheric struc-

tures). This work is based on data obtained using the 

equipment of Center for Common Use «Angara» 

[http://ckp-rf.ru/ckp/3056]. 
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